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Comment
Despite a glut of wild salmon on the market, and a consequent collapse
in price, the netsmen continue to wreak havoc among our precious stocks,
as editor Andrew Flitcroft reports

"Some Solway·
fishmongers actually

stopped buying salmon
from the haaf-netters
because their freezers

were full"

To DATE2013 has been, with few exceptions, a
very disappointing season on our salmon
rivers. Drought conditions, as well as poor
runs even on those rivers where there is
always enough water for fish to move

upstream, have made it a year for most anglers to forget.
In contrast, it has been a memorable season for the

netsmen. As fish meandered up and down the coasts
waiting for the rain that never came, it was bonanza time
for the coastal nets. Inevitably we will never know the true
figures in Scotland (with its lamentable lack of numbered
carcass-tagging) but when
netsmen admit that they are
"doing well", then one can be
damned sure they are landing

. bumper numbers.
ByAugust, with the English

north-east drift-nets also in full
swing, there was a glut ofwild
salmon on the market. Normally
it commands premium prices,
but this section of the market is
now limited as, fortunately, many
restaurants and hotels appreciate
the sustainability issues
associated with mixed-stock netting. The mass market for
wild salmon no longer exists. Consequently prices in
August collapsed. The price for small grilse into
Billingsgate fell to just over £2 per pound. The retail price
for salmon in fishmongers in northern England
plummeted to £5 per pound.

Some Solway fishmongers actually stopped buying
salmon from the haaf-netters because their freezers were
full. Wild salmon as a commodity had reached rock
bottom - as cheap as farmed salmon in places. To suggest
that this is simply the economics of supply and demand is
missing the point entirely about wild salmon.
In contrast to other fish, wild salmon support a vital
angling tourism industry - worth more than £120m
to the Scottish economy alone.

Despite the fact that salmon were fetching pennies
in revenue in August, there was no reduction in netting
effort. Like polecats in a hen run, the netsmen

.'

continued with their killing - without a quota in sight.
While we anglers dutifully release most of our salmon,

in line with the relative strengths of river populations, the
nets men insist on maximising the number they kill-
even when conditions ensure that fish are
stranded on the coast.

Frankly, this situation is a disgrace in the 21st century,
and the SNP Scottish Government in particular, which
aids and abets the netsmen, has much to answer for.

But it gets worse. Large numbers of the salmon killed by
netsmen in Scotland are caught unlawfully. The nets are

prohibited by law from fishing
between 6 pm on Friday and
6 am on Monday (the "weekend
slap"). Every Friday afternoon the
coastal netsmen are obliged to
"lift the leaders", thus effectively
disconnecting the nets.

However, some of Scotland's
biggest operators have failed to do
this, and so their nets have been
able to catch salmon all weekend.
ByMonday mornings their nets
are full of salmon that they have
no legal right to kill. Yet the

police, despite being presented with an abundance of
evidence, have declined to take action. Why?

Perhaps the authorities buy the netsmen's defence that
rough seas on Friday afternoons make the disconnecting
of the nets impossible - for safety reasons. But the
"weekend slap" is for conservation reasons, to allow a
proportion of salmon runs to reach their rivers of origin.
If these netsmen were concerned about salmon
conservation, but the weather conditions prevented them
disconnecting their nets at weekends, they would
compensate by disconnecting them fora similar
period when the weather improved.
The truth is they have not.

Sowhile we spend millions of pounds, and an
incalculable amount of time, trying to restore the
runs of this fragile species, in many areas none
but the netsmen benefits.

It's enough to make you weep.
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